Notes from 2019-05-09 Conservation Commission Meeting

Pelloni Preserve Posters

The posters are in hand.

One kiosk is ready to install

More color core is needed to build the second kiosk

Action Item: Harvey and John: Holes need to be dug and kiosks need to be installed.

ArcGIS

The town has restrictive license… we believe it to be one seat, on site only. We are welcome to use the town’s workstation on premises.

Conservation District is too busy to take on additional map work

Working with the Conservation District has been challenging

Crown Farm

Trails are mostly flagged

Action Item: Harvey to send trail paths (gpx files) and property info (survey/plat no) to John [done]

Action Item: John to build a map. [done]

Website

Redesign the rules section so that each use is a heading with related rules underneath

Create a separate hunting page, link to RIDEM for details

Action Item: Lydia: photograph trail heads

Action Item: John: send Lydia list of trails [done]

Wind

John Palmer owns Cole Farm near Exit 1

Cole Farm is zoned manufacturing. He can install industrial scale solar by right, but he’d prefer a wind turbine so he can continue to grow corn

Harvey to take Scott Bill Hirst to tour wind turbines in Coventry

Harvey to revisit wind ordinance draft.